TEAM TIME

You must be able to complete all of the points in the box to complete that specific level
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 I know why it is important to be an
effective participant
 I can nominate myself for a role within my
team
 I value the input of other members of my
team
 I can cooperate with others in my team
 I can outline 1 strength and 1 area for
improvement of my own performance
when leading others
 I can lead a small group in 5 major
stretches of the body
 I can set out equipment using a task
sheet
 I know 2 benefits of warming up
 I can outline 2 teaching points of a skill to
my team
 I can give 1 strength and 1 area for
improvement of my team during activity
 I can remind others on how to complete a
task in my group
 I can lead a skill drill with teacher support
 I can change a drill or activity to make it
easier or harder for my team
 I can create a discussion with my group to
decide which is the best way to complete
an activity
 I can maintain a good team spirit in my
group and solve problems so the whole
team agrees
 I can create a drill using input and
planning from the whole of my team which
suits all of their needs
 I can lead more than 1 team in a warm up,
skill drill and game that I have devised

self managers
(perform at max levels)

 I know 2 examples of fair play and
sportsmanship during a game
 I can listen to others and follow their
instructions
 I know why communicating with each other is
important
 I can organise equipment for my group
 I know 2 activities to use as a pulse raiser
 I can lead a 3 phase warm up with teacher
support
 I know 2 things to think about when passing
 I can manage players on my team during a
game
 I know 2 things to think about when travelling
with the ball
 I can lead a skilled warm up related to the
activity with teacher support
 I can lead a small group to complete a
task/activity
 I can work as part of a team to solve a problem
 I know to improve in 1 area of my leadership

 I can participate as part of a team
 I can actively participate in a Warm up led by
my class mate
 I can work with my team to participate in a skill
drill
 I can show an act of sportsmanship or fair play
during a game
 I know the 3 phases of a warm up
 I know 2 stretches for the upper body
 I know 2 stretches for the legs
 I can work as part of a team to complete a drill
 I can contribute to the team when trying to
complete a task
 I can complete my role within the team

 I know what I need to do to be a better leader
 I can lead a skilled warm up which is relevant
to the main activity with no teacher support
 I can lead others in my group to perform a task
successfully
 I can create a skill practice to help my team
improve with teacher support

 I can assist others in my group to complete a
task
 I can lead a team to solve a problem
 I can help others in my group to be better
 I can work with my team to create a practice that
will improve a skill

 I can exert a big positive influence over a game
and be involved in most of the play
 I can officiate a game with total control without
teacher support

 I can set targets for my team to improve in
various areas
 I know how to change my team to get the best
out of my team mates

creative thinkers
(Outwit opponents)

 I can lead a 3 phase warm up with no teacher
support
 I know how to change an activity to make it
harder/easier
 I can assist in leading a group/team
 I know 3 things to do when shooting in a game

Independent enquires
reflective learners
(accurate replication) (identify/solve problems)

effective participants
(exercise safely and
Effectively)

team workers
(communicating and
exploring ideas)

